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Dragons Of Hope
1)
the sun is rising, a new day begins
in my heart I feel the emptiness
a unbearable pain, to live without my queen
I need a chance to get her free
R)
Now you see that we‘re stronger than before
´cause we‘ve found the dragons of hope
Together we fight against the dark
And we‘re friends till the end of all times
2)
the moon is rising a new night begins
in every dream she is calling my name
as long as I‘ll be alone I‘m too weak to rescue her
my only hope is that my brother will return
R)...
3)
at the dawn I cannot trust my eyes
a horde of dragons is coming with the wind
from their mighty leader I can hear my brothers
voice
he has felt my pain and returned from his quest
R)... (2x)

Forces Of Evil 2002
1)
I love to see you writhe in throe
the more you suffer my lust grows
I slit your throat and tear your flesh
my desire will be, be your death
I walk on blood and I rape and slay
stab sliver lacerate
so many lusts to satisfie
to still my hunger another must die......another
must die
R)
the forces of evil (3x)
2)
burning blood in my veins
it feels like pure adrenalin
I‘m on my way through the night
the moon is shining so bright
I feel the fear
that burns in their hearts
and I can‘t resist their cries
...when it blaze into my eyes
R)
the forces of evil (3x)
3)
every night I have a dream
there‘s a chance to be free, the end of my pain
when the night is over and I open my eyes
I can feel that my soul is still possessed
I want to escape
but alone I‘m to weak
I need some help to be free
...to be free
R)
the forces of evil (3x)

Paladin
1)
a mighty warrior and the twin brother
of Raistlin the legendary wizard
long black hair, a giant sword
and the power of two horses
ÜL)
without fear
and a heart of steel
2)
his mind is clear his will so strong
there is no challenge that he can‘t master
everytime and everywhere
he is ready for his next battle
R)
for justice and law
a paladins oath
for freedom and peace he‘ll fight
support all the weak
and rescue the lost
his duty to fulfil his task
3)
his heart belongs to his wife
she is the one who gives him power
and he knows she will be lost
if he fails on this dangerous adventure
R)...

Midnight Past
1)
Hear the voice that is calling you !
Deep in the night I feel the emptiness
because he is on another quest
but ít must be done and I‘ll wait for him
I walk alone through the Darkenwood
the silver moon lights up my way
my companion is my Pegasus
R)
So deep in the night
where darkness devours all light
ruled by demons and ghosts
till the sun will awake
Midnight Past
2)
We find a path that we‘ve never seen before
suddenly from nowhere he appears
and I hear a voice, that is calling me
We have to know where this path is leading to
so we decide to leave our present route
but we can‘t foresee, what is awaiting us
R)...
3)
Feel the hands, which are touching you !
Under a tree, sitting on a stone
we find a man wearing a black robe
but this can‘t be real, I cannot trust my eyes
I can feel that my heart begins to pound
his could hands are touching me softly
and I realize that I love this man
R)...

Dark Angel
1)
He comes in peace
from far away
he‘s searching for a drug
in our heads
R)
...Dark Angel (2x)
2)
He is not alone
a hunter has just arrived
also huge and strong
determined to kill
R)
...Dark Angel (2x)
3)
Before the hunter dies
he can find a cop
who can stop this madness
and fulfil his task
R)
...Dark Angel (2x)

